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Write now with Aditi Surana
Free Anti Anxiety Journaling Workshop



Hello  Journal keeper, 
 
How is your journaling experience going right now? Are you
managing to journal most days? Did you stop after a few days? Are
you only doing one of three things - watching the videos, doing the
flow of thoughts stroke or responding to the question? Let’s take a
moment to reflect on the commitment that you made to your own
self when you came across the words - ‘Anti-anxiety’. 
 
Many of you have seen some phenomenal results with the ‘journal
write now’ technique. You could see these shifts as you were willing
to invest the necessary time, efforts and attention. Have you
wondered what is underneath this initial commitmentphilia that
turns into commitment-phobia? What makes us excited about being
committed in the beginning of a project or a relationship but makes
us run away from it when the going gets tough? Over a period of
time the commitments that excite us may feel binding. This does not
happen because  you feel exhausted putting in the efforts but
because you feel trapped in the compulsiveness of it. In simple terms
when your ‘I wish to’ turns into ‘I have to’. 
 
The only way to stay committed to any process or relationship
(including yourself) is to be willing to do whatever it takes, with a
fresh outlook everyday. Like you would do while gardening,
parenting, taking care of a pet. When you are willing to play your
part, do what it takes & love deeply, your brain releases oxytocin
that contributes to your mood and overall well being. So here comes
today’s question - What actions can you take to express your
commitment right now?
 
Pick any relationship to express commitment. You can choose work,
your spouse, your child, even your own self. Mostly people measure
their commitment by the duration they could last with it, I think it’s
about your intensity and willingness. The motive behind the action
is more important than the action itself. On that note, if your motive
is to express commitment then what action will you take?



Graphotherapy practice of the day -
The flow of thoughts stroke
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Question of the day - ‘What actions can

you take to express your commitment right

now?'
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